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Consider the following polymorphic hierarchy. This hierarchy is used in questions 1, 2 and 3. 

class Vehicles { protected: // Generic vehicles for transportation 
string model ; unsigned int nWheels ; 

public: - -

} ; 

Vehicles(string& model, unsigned int nWheels): 
model_(model), nWheels_(nWheels) {} 

virtual unsigned int GetNumberOfWheels() { return nWheels_; 
virtual unsigned int GetMaximumSpeedLimit() = 0; 
virtual void TestDrive() = 0; 
virtual -Vehicles() {} 

class TwoWheelers: public Vehicles { public: // Generic 2-wheelers 
TwoWheelers(string& model, unsigned int nWheels = 2): 

Vehicles(model, nWheels) {} 
} ; 

class ThreeWheelers: public Vehicles { public: // Generic 3-wheelers 
ThreeWheelers(string& model, unsigned int nWheels = 3): 

Vehicles(model, nWheels) {} 
} ; 

class FourWheelers: public Vehicles { public: II Generic 4-wheelers 
FourWheelers(string& model, unsigned int nWheels = 4): 

Vehicles(model, nWheels) {} 
unsigned int GetMaximumSpeedLimit(} { return 150; } 

} ; 

class MotorBike: public TwoWheelers { public: II Powered 2-wheelers 
MotorBike(string& model): TwoWheelers(model) {} 
unsigned int GetMaximumSpeedLimit() { return 100; } 
void TestDrive() { cout << "Model " <<model << ": Use helment" << endl; } 

} ; 

class BiCycle: public TwoWheelers { public: II Manual ride 
BiCycle(string& model): TwoWheelers(model) {} 
unsigned int GetMaximumSpeedLimit() { return 15; 
void TestDrive() { cout << "Model " <<model << "Healthy exercise" << endl; } 

} ; 

class AutoRickshaw: public ThreeWheelers { public: II Powered 3-wheelers 
AutoRickshaw(string& model): ThreeWheelers(model) {} 
unsigned int GetMaximumSpeedLimit() { return 60; } 
void TestDrive () { cout << "Model " << model << "India rides" << endl; } 

} ; 

class TriCycle: public ThreeWheelers { public: II Manual ride 
TriCycle(string& model): ThreeWheelers(model) {} 
unsigned int GetMaximumSpeedLimit() { return 10; 
void TestDrive() { cout << "Model " <<model << "Fun rides" << endl; } 

} ; 



class SUV: public FourWheelers { public: // Sports Utility Vehicle 
SUV(string& model): FourWheelers(model) {} 
unsigned int GetMaximumSpeedLimit() { return 180; } 
void TestDrive() { cout << "Model " <<model_<< "Sporty owners" << endl; } 

) ; 

class MUV: public FourWheelers { public: // Multi~Utility Vehicle 
MUV(string& model): FourWheelers(model) {} 
unsigned int GetMaximumSpeedLimit() { return 150; } 
void TestDrive () { cout << "Model " << model_ << "Multi-purpose" << endl; } 

} ; 

class Sedan: public FourWheelers { public: // Saloon Car 
Sedan(string& model): FourWheelers(model) {} 
void TestDrive() { cout << "Model " << model_ << "Luxury statement" << endl; } 

} ; 

1. Consider the polymorphic hierarchy rooted at class vehicles: 

a) Draw the UML class diagram for the hierarchy. (8] 
b) Identify the abstract base classes in the hierarchy. (2] 
c) Given that OneWheeler ISA Vehicle and SelfBalancingOneWheeler ISA OneWheeler; 

extend the hierarchy by adding classes oneWheeler and SelfBalancingOneWheeler to it. It 
is known that class OneWheeler is abstract and class SelfBalancingOneWheeler IS 

concrete. [You need not copy the whole codes of the hierarchy-just write the codes that 
need to be added, removed or modifiedj. [4] 

d) Add appropriate methods to introduce the default speed limit of a Twowheelers to 20 and 
change the speed limit of a sedan to 200. [You must identify the classes for these methods 
and write the signature as well as implementation of the methods]. (4]. 

e) Discuss the implications of changing the signature of the destructor of the root class from 
virtual -Vehicles() to -Vehicles(). [2] 

2. Consider the polymorphic hierarchy rooted at class vehicles: 

a) The collection of all the vehicles of an owner is maintained in the application by an 
object of the following class: 

class Ga.rage { 

public: 

} ; 

vector<Vehicles *>vehicles_; // STL container vector 
unsigned int nVehicles_; 

Garage(): nVehicles_(O) {} 
void AddVehicle(Vehicles *v) { vehicles_.push_back(v); ++nVehicles_; } 
vector<Vehicles *>& GetVehicles() { return vehicles ; } 
unsigned int GetNumberOfVehicles() { return nVehicles_; } 

It is required to enforce that there can be only one Garage for an owner in the application. 
Using Singleton Design Pattern, implement the requirements in the design. [8] 

Illustrate the structure of a generic Singleton Pattern using UML class diagram. (2] 



b) Using the Iterator Design Pattern in vector (of STL ), write a code snippet that invokes 
the TestDri ve < l method for all the vehicles in the singleton Garage object. [6] 

Illustrate the structure of a generic Iterator Pattern using UML class diagram. [4] 

3. Consider the polymorphic hierarchy rooted at class Vehicles: 

It is required to add a method unsigned int GetFuelEfficiency < > to the hierarchy that would 
provide the fuel efficiency - kmpl (kms per liter) for every vehicle. However, this will need 
that the entire hierarchy be compiled again and we are not allowed to do that. So change the 
design of the hierarchy in a way so that the recompilation of the hierarchy is not needed (the 
hierarchy can be considered to be stable). Also note that, unsigned int GetFuelEfficiency () 

is not defined for the manually powered vehicles like class Bicycle and the class TriCycle. 

[You are not allowed to recompile the hierarchy. Yet you should be able to add a method 
Assume that the efficiency number in kmpl is hard-coded in the method and you do not need 
to add any data member to the respective classes]. 

Using Visitor Design Pattern propose a solution to this situations. 

a) Write all the codes necessary to implement the changed design of the hierarchy. [8] 
b) Show how the method unsigned int GetFuelEfficiency ()can be added easily. [6] 
c) Illustrate the class and interaction (collaboration) UML diagrams for the Visitor Pattern. 

[3+3] 

4. 
a) What is a Design Pattern? Explain with a suitable example. [2+ 1] 
b) Explain the Essential Elements of a Design Pattern with a suitable example. [4] 
c) How are the GoF Design Patterns classified according to 'Purpose' and 'Scope'? [2+2] 
d) Using the classification in (c), categorize the patterns - Singleton, Factory Method, 

Iterator and Visitor. [4] 
e) Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of expressing designs through Design Patterns. 

Use appropriate examples as needed. [3+2] 

5. 
a) What is Pesticide Effect? Explain with a suitable example. Assume that there are 10000 

bugs and we use 4 independent fault detection techniques that detect 70%, 60%, 80% and 
90% bugs respectively. What are the numbers of bugs that are expected to remain 
unexposed at the end of the application of the 4 tests?[{~+ 1)+3=6] 

b) What is the difference between Validation and Verification? Explain with suitable 
examples. [(2+ 1)=3] 

c) Define Black-Box (BB) and White-Box (WB) Testing? Compare and contrast BB with 
WB. Justify why both approaches to testing are needed. [2+2+2+ 1=7] 

d) A QES (Quadratic Equation Solver) application is developed to find the roots of an 
equation: ax2 + bx + c = 0. Find the Equivalence Classes of Test Cases for testing 
QES. Also, identify Test Cases for Boundary Value Analysis for QES. [3+1 =4] 



6. Consider the following codes for QES (Quadratic Equation Solver): 

Line # 
00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
OS 
06 
07 
08 
09 
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11 
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15 
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26 
27 
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29 
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31 
32 

Code Line 
unsigned int Solve(double a, double b, double c, double& rl, double& r2) 
{ 

unsigned int retVal = 0; 
if (0 == a) { 

if (0 == b) { 

else { 

if (0 == c) { II Infinite solutions 
retVal = 5; 

} else { II Inconsistent equation 
retVal = 0; 

} 

else { II Linear equation 
retVal = 1; 
rl = -clb; 

double disc = b*b - 4*a*c; 
if (0 ==disc) { II Repeated roots 

retVal = 2; 
rl = r2 = -bl(2*a}; 

else { 
if (disc> 0} { II Real distinct roots 

retVal = 3; 

return retVal; 

rl = (-b + sqrt(disc))l(2*a); 
r2 = (-b- sqrt(disc))l(2*a); 

else { II Complex conjugate roots 
retVal = 4; 
I I ... 

a) Construct the CFG (Control Flow Graph) for the above codes. Annotate the dataflow 
information on the CFG. [3+2] 

b) Using the CFG above (in (a)), devise an effective white-box testing strategy to cover all 
possible bugs in QES. [5] 

c) Compute the DEF and USES sets for variable- rl, r2 and retval. Using these sets and 
the ensuing DU chains, compute the paths required to fully cover all the expressions in 
the QES application. [3+3] 

d) Discuss the pros and cons of Statement I Line Coverage, Block Coverage, Branch 
Coverage and MC/DC Coverage. [4] 




